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Zoom Calling is a unified, 
simplified, fast high-quality calling 
experience. Zoom bring your own 
carrier (BYOC) allows you to keep 
your current PSTN provider so you 

can redirect your existing voice 
circuits/trunks to the Zoom cloud.

CallTower Connect is a 
revolutionary provisioning platform 
that enables admins and users to 

easily personalize and control their 
CallTower services and solutions. 

Current Customer visit 
Connect to get started.

Global PSTN – give your 
communications platforms a voice 

with purpose-built Cloud 
Collaboration with our 

award-winning, world-class 
carrier-grade PSTN Voice.

Stay Connected. Stay Ahead.
CallTower delivers a unified, simplified, fast and high-quality Zoom Calling experience. Zoom’s 
Calling allows you to redirect your existing voice circuits, trunks and DIDs with CallTower to the 
Zoom cloud. Through CallTower Connect a revolutionary provisioning platform that enables 
admins and users to easily personalize and control their CallTower services and solutions. Give 
your communications platforms a voice with purpose-built cloud collaboration with our 
award-winning, world-class, carrier-grade PSTN voice.

https://connect.calltower.com/connect/?&_ga=2.135865009.1285091417.1672769185-1550537154.1659020649#/dashboard
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Enable Your Own Zoom Calling Service

By interfacing with the ZOOM API through CallTower Connect and acting as the “front end” for a 
partner’s network, CallTower does all the heavy lifting, essentially meshing CallTower’s 
carrier-grade redundant network delivering the most optimal routing and resilient delivery of 
services through Zoom Calling.

Domestic and 
International Calling

Network and platforms are 
completely optimized for voice

DID Routing

Extensive carrier connections 
with 15+ Voice carriers and 30+ 

Internet peering partner

E911 Provisioning

SIP Trunk Management

Currently Managing 500,000+ DIDs

Providing Phone Services in 
more than 70+ countries

DID Reporting tools

Daily CDRs

Call Analytics

Direct Connectivity to Zoom

Analog Device Support – faxes, 
paging, door buzzers, security 
gates, credit card machines

Let’s Connect

THE CALLTOWER ADVANTAGE

CallTower has a dedicated Telecom Team with more than 20+ years of porting 
experience ++ more than 25-key integrations through CallTower Connect

https://info.calltower.com/zoom-calling

